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Primary Themes of Female Military Comics 
(Cultural Critique)

Ideological Assumption Relevant Cultural Myth Examples

Women’s military service 

designed to please men

Woman was created for 

Man

-Wonder Woman joins Navy as “Diana Prince” to be closer to her 

love interest

-Cpt. Pat Parker & her nurses use hospital space to have a party 

for pilots

-Molly frees Elmer, a sign-painter at Parris Island, to fight in 

Japan, much to Elmer’s joy

Servicewomen are 

sexually promiscuous

From the story of Eve’s 

original sin, this 

assumption is that women 

require family structure to 

uphold moral behavior

-Winnie asks a WAVE, “Is it true you have a man in every port?”

-War Nurse’s costume looks like a “fugitive from the chorus”

-Pat Parker’s nurses get love-struck over pilots

-Winnie tries to attract a rescue plane by stripping

-Molly falls for a smooth-talking Gyrene

Women in the military 

would disrupt the social 

order & emasculate men

Women are the center of 

the home and family

-Winnie shows off a sweater her boyfriend knitted for her

-War Nurse uses a gun on male allies to get them to allow her to 

join them on a mission against Nazis

-While in formation, a Barsis recruit rejects her suitor at 

orientation

-A mother admonishes Winnie to not keep her son out too late

-Molly has no interest in her hometown beau when she joins the 

Marines

Women are too 

incompetent for 

military service

Women’s greatest asset is 

beauty, being physically 

and mentally inferior to 

men

-Winnie puts the 12th Armored Division on the wrong continent

-Barsis’ recruits show up for drills in decorative high-heeled shoes

-Winnie calls for the Cpl. of the Guard because of a mouse in the 

barracks



Incompatibility of Femininity & Soldiering

“Hey, soldier! Your slip is showing!”



Feminine agency

Vanity



Feminine agency

Sex Appeal



Feminine agency

Naïveté



Feminine agency

Domesticity



Feminine agency

Illogic



Feminine agency

Incompetence



The End


